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meet

feared assassination and that order.

ed $50,000 to be devoted to the prosecution of his assassin. Another provision Is one setting aside $75,000
for the care of women believed to
through
Stanford
have suffered
White. The names of these women
are reported to be given la the will.
The will is also reported to provide
for the education of Howard Nesbit,
and an allowance is made for Evelyn's mother. The Income from the
remainder of the estate Is bequeathed to his wife.
Count Boni Appeal.

WOMEN

:

compel railroad companies to furnish
ears when demanded by the owners
of weight. The bill provides that
when the owners of freight shall apply to a railroad superintendent or
agent for cars In which to ship freight
the railroad company shall within, six
days furnish the cars so desired and
for any failure on the part of a railroad company to so furnish cars, the
company shall pay a penalty of $25
a day for each day that the company neglects to furnish cars. On the
other hand the bill provides that
when cars are furnis-hethat the apPAY OF EMPLOYEES TO BE UNDER plicant for the cars shall load the
$15,000 LIMIT.
same within 48 hours of the time of
their being placed at his disposal and
for failure to so load the cars he
shall pay a penalty of $25 a day for
each' day's delay. The bill also provides that railroad companies must
advertise the time of the arrival and
PASSED OYER YETO
departure of passenger trains.
LOOMIS.
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and choose the third arbitrator.
The City of Roswell and The North
Spring River Ditch Company and Tie
North Spring River Center Ditch Com
pany shall each have an opportunity
to present its case and be fully heard,
after which the said arbitrators sball
render a decision settling the right?
of the respective parties. The arbitration report and award shall be
made and filed with the City Clerk on
or before March 5th, 1907, before 12
o'clock noon of said day.
RESOLUTION
PASSES
COUNCIL
Sec. 2. The City Clerk of the City OBJECT TO PUBLICATION OF DEParis. Feb. 9. The rumor that
PROPOSITION
FORMAL
OF
TAILS IN THAW TRIAL.
of Roswell is instructed to furnish a
Count Boni de Castellane 'had appealcopy
certified
of this resolution to tbe
ed from the decision of the court last
President of the North Spring River
November granting a divorce to his
Ditch Company and The North Spring
wife, is confirmed. The period under
River Center Ditch Company, for their
official action and to Jason W. James,
the procedure in which an appeal can
Chairman of the Citizens' Committee.
expires Feb. 14, and notice
TO BOTH THE COMPANIES
Passed this 8th day of February,
EFFECT OF EVIDENCE
of appeal entered in behalf of the
1907.
Count prevents the decree from beATTEST:
FRED J. BECK. City Clerk.
coming absolute on that date- - The
Approved
by me this 8th day of
lotice does not state the ground of
February. 1907.
ippeal, and it probably will be sev Both House. Pass Resolution to Pay
W.
JAS.
STOCKARD.
The Resolution as Passed Gives the
a Diff- eral months before the matter comc.H Extra Employees Over Veto, but
Has
Attorney
Jerome
District
Mayor
City
Roswell.
of
of
the
Two Ditch Companies Involved in
icult Task Before Him. Mrs. Thaw up before the courts.
Dicharge Half the Men, and Pass
. Law Suit With the City the
Providing for an Ac- New Measure
to Resume Her Testimony Next
"
o
of Naming One Arbitrator to TWO MEN BURNED TO
Appeals
Boni
Monday.
Moneys Paid Out.
Count
All
counting
for
ALTOS.
PINOS
DEATH AT
THE WANAMAKER
Arbitrator in
' Act With Council's
From Decision of French Court.
HOME BURNED.
Two men, both Mexicans, were burn
Selecting a Third and Settling the
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 9. Former
ed to death at Plnoa Altos, a small
. Case.
Postmaster General John Wanamaker
town near Silver City, recently. The
whose beautiful home. "Lyndenhurst"
men had 'been drinking at a saloon,
and from there retired to their room
t Jenkintown, was destroyed by fire
last night, said today that he thought Special to The Daily Record.
in a boarding house near by. The fire
Chattanooga. Tenn., Feb. 9. A call $1,500,000 a fair estimate of the loss. Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 9. The Counwas discovered sfliortly afterwards,
and an attempt to reach the room of was published this morning for a The treasures in the house were gath- cil late yesterday afternoon passed
adjourned
met
in
The city council
the ' men was unsuccessful and they mass meeting of women tomorrow ered from all parts of the world. the house jodat resolution No. 4
session at four o'clock and passed a were burned to death. The loss, on afternoon in the interest of the pu- Among those destroyed was a collec- unanimously over the Governor's vetion of rare books, of China, valuable to. Both houses held a night session
resolution by which the city formally the building and stock of furniture rity and sanctity of the home. The tapestries,
rare old French and Eng- and passed House Joint Resolution
in a store beneath, was about
offers to arbitrate the tiling troubles carried
$4,000.
object is to protest against the pub- lish pottery and antique furniture, No. 5 appropriating about two thouswith the two ditch companies with
which cannot be replaced. While ma- and dollars for the pay of extra emlication of the details of testimony in ny
which It is in litigation. The council's SEVEN MEN EN- o
valuable paintings were destroyed, ployees to the end of the week. This
the Thaw case. Every pastor in the Mr. Wanamaker is thankful that the resolution
offer Is to both of the companies, joint
carries a provision for acTOMBED IN A MINE. city will read the call tomorrow and two great paintings,
ly. and they are to act in conjunction
"Christ Before counting for the money appropriated.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.. Feb. ' 9. Six of urge the attendance of the women Pilate" and "The Crucifixion,"
with each other in the matter, if they
were The number of employees has been
accept the proposition.
the seven men entombed last night
saved. These two paintings alone are reduced about half, and there is a
Mayor Stockard was in the chair in No. 19 colliery of the Lehigh & of their congregations.
worth $750,000. They are by Munkac-zy- . determination to keep the expenses
Mails.
present
Unfit for Canadian
at the meeting. The members
within the fifteen thousand dollar
Wana-mie- ,
Company
Wilkesbarre
Coal
at
Rob
were Messrs. Bell. Jump. Johnson.
' Wreck on Pennsylvania Road.
Canada, Feb. 9. The PostOttawa,
limit.
.
were
today.
found
dead
Wiseley
and
lnson, Whiteman.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 9. The ManGOVERNOR HAS ATTAINThe bodies were found in the bot- master General has been asked to hattan Limited upon the Pennsylva- EDTHE
The proposition first came up i.i
IN SECURING IN
HIS
exactly
tom
lift of the mine. The men were deny the use of the mails to all local nia railroad, which left this city for SECURINGOBJECT
the form of two resolutions, worde-1- .
ACCOUNTING FOR
AN
was
caught
bv a fire which started upon
alike, except that one
East at 12:55 this morning, was THE MONEY PAID TO EMPLOYES.
papers which printed the details of the
fifteen Many of the employees have already
near Wilmerding,
"The North Spring River Ditch Com- the fourth lift,, cutting off escape.
wrecked
North
pany." and the other. "The
Thursday's evidence in the Thaw tri- miles from here, by running into a left for their homes..
LOOMIS.
Company."
Ditch
Spring River Center
Cameron in the Council voted for
VALUABLE TIMBER DEal in New York. The Postmaster Gen- freight train. The passenger locomoincompany
each
for
or a resolution
tive left the track, the mail car and the resolution over the Governor's veSTROYED BY FIRE. eral said he had not read the report combination
volved and making the settlement of
mail and express car to in order to get rid of the extra
Colorado Springs. Feb. 9. A forest in the newspapers mentioned, but as were burned and three freight cars employees,
each case independent of the other.
having secured satisfacMr. Bell opposed the passage of the fire, which is now burning between the law was clear upon the point he demolished. The engineer of the lim- tory pledges of conforming with the
two resolutions, saying that it wouid Bear Creek and Cheyenne, has been would see that It was enforced. Any ited and three mail clerks were in- recommendations made by the Govcost the city as much money to fight raging since yesterday noon,'
jured. Many
the passengers were ernor. After the passage of the new
and newspaper publishing filthy evidence thrown to theof floors,
and while all resolution, No. 5, by both houses in
the case against one as both compan- much
be
would
court,
said,
he
valuable timber is being des- of a trial in
were bruised, none of them were se- the night session, paying all employies. He favored combining them.
Mayor Stockard argued that one com- troyed. The fire is plainly visible guilty of a' misdemeanor under the riously hurt.
ees up to date, forty names were drop
pany might be willing to arbitrate and from this city. Owing to the dry wea- Canadian law.
Passenger Train Derailed.
ped from the pay roll in the house.
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 9. .Limited
the other oposed, and fh that event
In the Council yesterday Cameron
for some weeks past and the Speculations on Effect of Evidence
It would be unfair to the one that was ther
9. The nature of passenger train No. 203 upon the introduced a bill for the encourageYork,
Feb.
New
high
wind
which
blowing
has
thing,
been
to have
witling to do the right
St. Louis and San Francisco road, dut ment of breeding better stock.
the settlement of its case dependent since yesterday morning, the fire is District Attorney Jerome's cross ex- here this morning from, Kansas. City, "The members of the legislature are
comEvelyn
Nesbit
Mrs.
upon the willingness of the other
was derailed eight miles west of Bir- not .in evidence today, the paying off
amination of
burning fiercely. ,
pany to arbitrate.
Thaw, who already has spent two mingham early today. The baggage being conducted by the speaker and
Mr. Wiseley favored making the ofand fireman were killed and the chief clerk of the council, but
witness stand, was the master
COFFEE
CO'S days on the
five other employees seriously injur- there are a large number of disgustfer of arbitration a joint affair on the NEW YORK
principal topic of discussion when ed.
ground that one company might wait
Several passengers were slightly ed employees. It is estimated that the
FAXIOUS COFFEE
the court adjourned late yesterday hurt.
to see now the first company came
house employees have now .been reout aud. If favorable, accept, and if.
Collision in Massachusetts.
until Monday morning. The District
duced to twenty above those taken
not favorable refuse to arbitrate. He
Mahone. Mass., Feb. 9. Two rail- care of by the United States. Both
BREAKFAST
problem
in
a
BELL
difficult
Attorney
has
argued that both companies were conroad employees were killed and sev- houses adjourned yesterday even ig
this cross examination. With the eral
persons injured in a collision be- until late Monday afternoon.
AT
trolled by the same men and that if
wittruth or falsity of the stories the
one company agreed to arbitration,
tween a pasVenger and a freight train
Hagerman gave a sucGovernor
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
the other should, also.
ness said she told her husband he has upon the Halifax & Western railroad cessful reception last evening.
These arguments carried the counMahone Junction today. The passnothing to do. The statement that at
enger train had stopped when the Special to the Daily Record.
cil and the vote to combine the two LON REYNOLDS WAS
cannot
things
Jerome
she
these
told
arfreight crashed into dt.
resolutions and have one board of
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8. At 2; 30
WEAK FROM. HUNGRY.
strongest chance is to
bitration decide the whole ditch trouthis afternoon the employees approLon Reynolds, who was brought to disprove. His
story
or
ble, was unanimous.
priation bill was passed over the Govcounty jail yesterday after twice make her stumble in her
ROCKEFELLERS DONATION
Then came the motion to pass the the
SEEMS TO BE AN ELEPHANT ernor's veto in the bouse by a vote
making his escape, once from the jail compel her to admit telling other
securing
after,
Bell
Mr.
resolution.
Chicago. 111., Feb. 9. 'President W. of 21 to 3, Hudspeth, Mullens and
captor,
and the second time from
past life to Thaw,
the combination of the two resolutions was so weak from hungryhishe could things about her
voting No. These three are
A. Harris, of Northwestern Universi- M.oran
was the only one to vote against the hardly walk when placed in jail yes- which would minimize in his mind ty, last night in commenting on the Democrats.
story
relations
her
final passage.
effect
of
the
of
the
to
So far as. known no list of employterday morning. He had partaken of
donation of John D. Rockefeller
The council made an order for the food but once since his escape on the with Stanford White. He can Intro the General Education Board for the ees has. been filed, or will be, and
City Clerk to Issue warrants for all night of Thursday, a week before. ditce evidence, if he has it, effecting purpose of promoting the ."cause of no change in the method of distrithe salaries and necessary expenses The whole lower valley was on the
throughout the' country, bution of the money is made in the
her credibility as a witness, but as education
out of the street and alley fund, keepthe sys- bill by the house.
t
esfound one serious object-tsecond
his
for
him
after
ing an account of funds so expended cape and although he was faint from for the main statements In her testi- tem of the board in handling the
(Signed) McCUTCHEN.
to lack of nourishment he was afraid mony White himself, if alive, could money. He said: "The colleges that
that this fund may be
the Amount now drawn as soon as the to go to a ranch for something to not go on the stand and deny. Jerome need money the most cannot afford Special Mail Correspondence.
general fund is replenished by the eat.. This accounts for the fact that will object to further testimony along to have it because of the conditions
Santa Fe, N. M. Feb. 7. The distaxes.
got no farther than the Lakewood this line, as yet there has been no which must be complied with. For trict attorney bill still sleeps soundly
he
The council then took a recess.
instance, Beloit was offered $200,000 in the Council Committee on Judiciabridge.
Following Is the resolution offering
evidence to show that Thaw is or as a
endowment, on condi- ry. The provision whereby the disto arbitrate, as passed:
ever was insane, and until this is tion that the college would raise the trict attorneys are to be selected by
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
Beloit the Council for the interim between
$400,000.
TO INSPECT NAVAL YARDS. shown any more of these stories other
RESOLUTION NO. 23.
could raise only $50,000 of the amount this and the time of the next generWashington, Feb. 9. Assistant Sec- would be entirely immaterial.
A Resolution Submitting the Contro- retary Newberry of the navy departand a college that could raise
al election does not appear to be very
Thaw's attorney stated last night
versy and Cementing the North ment left Washington today on his
of such an endowment is not popular, and it is now reasonably cermoney
worst." tain that the bill ,in its present form,
Spring River Ditch and The North annual inspection tour of the south- that Mrs. Thaw would again assume the college that needs
Spring River Center Ditch, in a cer- ern navy yards, and stations. The Al- the stand Monday morning on direct
cannot pass. It is believed that a
tain Suit in the District Court of giers at New Orleans will be the first examination, but as to what she BURGLARS ROBBED
substitute bill will be offered which
LIBRARY.
PUBLIC
City
Chaves County, Between The
to be visited, after which Mr. New- would testify he was not prepared to
will simply provide for the election
Burglars
9.
last
Neb.,
Feb.
Spring
North
Roswell
Omaha.
and The
of
and leave the appointing power as
berry will insepct the yards of
pubway
Into
the
state.
forced
Company
their
night
North
The
Ditch
and
River
it is until that time. No objection
Key West. Guantanamo, Port
valuable
the
s
robbed
library
and
lic
Spring River Center Ditch Company Royal and
expected
Attorney
It is
that
could be urged against this plan on
Charleston. The assistant
high
many
of
collection
Byron
Reed
on
vigorous
to Arbitration.
will make a
effort
the ground that it would afford prois accompanied by Captain Monday
was
the
collection
priced
coins.
The
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY secretary
will
to
in
introduce
Thaw's
to some of the members of
tection
Vreeland,
his
naval
aid.
COUNCIL. OF THE CITY OF ROSevidence. This is believed to be very most valuable in the West. The
the old gang, and it is reasonably ceref- watchman was surprised, bound and tain that this plan would have the
upon
WELL:
to
show
strongly
relied
the
DISAPPROVAL
upon Thaw's mind of the stories gagged.
Section 1. That the issues between RECOMMENDS
solid support of the members of the
OF N. M. RAILROAD ACT. fect
o
the City of Roswell, and The North
told him by his wife. The will is said
Council who are now opposing the
'
proper
congress
The
committeeof
Judge Jerry Cazier was - up from present bill on the ground that some
Spring River Ditch Company and The has
to have been written on loose sheets,
congress
recommended
the
that
reports
North Spring River Center Ditch Com- pass a resolution disapproving of the partly typewritten and partly in hand- Dexter today on business. He
the district attorneys might be
pany. In the matter of tiling or cecalled the Dexter of
writing, with many interlineations. that a company
inclined to wink at certain alleged
legislature
act
Mexico
New
the
of
of
incorporated
menting the North Spring River hi regard to
According to the report heard today Water Company has been
violations of the law by prominent
the collection of damages it
Ditch and The North Spring River in
will be expected to show that Thaw to put down a town well.
politicians.
case
the
on
of
accidents
railroads
Center Ditch. 4e submitted to arbitra- in the Territory
It is not believed that there would
New
Mexico.
of
upon
terms,
following
viz:
tion
the
be any more serious opposition to a
Roswell
shall select oae
The City. of
district attorney- bill , providing for
HOW
arbitrator. The North Spring River DOESN'T KNOW
their election at the next general
TO TELL THE TRUTH.
Ditch Company and the North Spring
election than there was to the bill
now the Artesia News proposRiver Center Ditch Company, shall es"And
providing that the boards of county
cancel all the subscriptions to
elect one arbitrator, each of whom the toDaily
commissioners of the various counties
Record In Artesia and
hall be a disinterested person, and
of the Territory shall fill vacancies
Having recently doubled our
the two thus selected shall select the lists In that
in county offices, and this bill passthird arbitrator, who shall be a dis- are satisfied section of the Valley we
ed the council without opposition save
Is
giving
News
that the
interested person, and the three thus the Record some
as to an amendment wbieh provides
good
advertising."
chosen shall have full power to settle Roswell Record.
that
the act shall go into effect thir
and adjudicate aH matters, of whatevAmong
But
days after its passage. The .origin
ty
The
Record
excopy
"in
sent
one
er nature, now pend lag bet ween The
al bill provided that the act should
City of Roswell and The North Spring change to the Advocate until the esgo into effect Immediately.
line
them
our
is
tablishment
- River Ditch Company
of
the
now
News.
They
and The North send two copies to
- If the legislature contemplates that
tvith
Ranpe
Elegant;
An
Pecos
Artesia.
Spring River Ditch Company, growing Valley
expenses for additional employees
the
News.
Closet
at
Warming
out of cases No. 643 and 650 in the
stoves
Reservoir and
be kept within the $15,000 that
shall
In
reply
to
this
falsehood,
Recthe
District Court of Chaves County bea recent act of congress permitted to
will simply say that it receives
I ween the said parties, and a certain ord
we have decidbe appropriated out of the funds of
subscriptions from Artesia more
contract entered as an Interlocutory from
the territory, it will be I3cessary to
cash each month, than does the Pecos
order ht said suit.
reduce the number of employes for a
News itself, from Its own town.
close
out
ed
The decision of the arbitrators thus Valley
We guarantee every stove to bake
portion of the session or reduce their
chose, shall be binding upon the City Call at our office and-- let us show you.
pay. At the rate which expenses have
or Koawell and The North Spring Ria sacrifice. nicely or return it. If you need a
been Incurred for the first three weeks
ver Ditch Company and The North DESTRUCTIVE FIRE TAKES
chance.
your
now
stove
is
the expenses of the session will run
PLACE AT SILVER CITY.
Spring River Center Ditch Company,
several thousands of dollars over the
clothing store of B. L. Leviaon,
ad their action and .finding, shall be at The
amount authorized by congress, but
Cky. was recently gutted by
the final settlement of ail differences fire.Silver
is pretty certain that the governor
It Is said that the fire was of
now existing and pending between
will veto any appropriation, bill which
origin, and probably caused
said parties. The City shall select Incendiary
contemplates an expenditure greater
its arbitrator and The North Spring with intent to conwnitt burglary In the
than the act of congress allows.
Kiver Lfttch .Company and The North excitement. The loss la estimated at
LEADERS,'
;
THE
A bill was introduced in the bouse
110,000,
toy
partially
covered
InsurS.prtg River Center Ditch Company
on Thursday morning by GaUegoa to
ance.
- ftuall select their arbitrator
.
oa or be
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CoUndertakers Roswell Artesia, Carlsbad.

fore the 18th day of February.
and the two shall immediately

-
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good time from' the minute the first
waltz started
until "Home, Sweet
Home was played. A string orchestra
furnished the music. Light refreshments were served.

'

The Christian Endeavor Society of
the Presbyterian church entertained
the other young people's church societies of tbe city at the hospitable
home of Mr. and Mrs. R, S. Hamilton, last night. Games and amusements of various kinds were indulged
in. Refreshments were served.

The new school house at Alellen
was given a "house warming" Thursday evening. In the form of an entertainment and box supper. A splendid
program was carried out by the
young people, after wbleh the box
lunches were sold at auction. There
were 29 'boxes and they sold for
$37.50, averaging considerably more
than a dollar each. The highest price
paid for one box was $2.60. All preso
ent had a jolly good time. The new
OFF FOR MARDI GRAS
was. erected at a cost of
FESTIVITIES IN CRESCENT CITY building
$1,500. The furniture cost $500. The
Chicago, Feb., 9. One of the fin- fund made
at the box supper will go
est special trains that was ever oper- toward putting in lights. The school
ated out of Chicago left this morning will be opened Monday with Prof.
for New Orleans on the Illinois Cen- Frank Carroon, of Roswell, as teacher
tral railway, the occasion being the
Mardi Gras festivities at the Crescent
The young people of Lake Arthur
City. From Memphis the party will will give a dance on St. Valentine's
be taken over the Yazoo & Mississip- night, Feb. 14, and a, number of Rospi Valley route to Vicksburg, which well people will attend.
will be reached tomorrow morning.
o
Here the excursionists will be given PROPOSED RAILROAD FROM
a carriage ride through the National
PECOS VALLEY TO EL PASO.
Military park. New Orleans will be
proposed railroad from the PeThe
reached at 9 o'clock Sunday evening.
The equipment includes diners, sleep- cos Valley, if built will be of Incalcuers and library cars and to provide lable value to all the towns in the
against a probable condition of orowd-e- valley. There is good prospects of
hotels at New Orleans the passen
gers will eat and sleep on the train Roswell securing this road. It is produring their stay. This, is the first posed to run the line from El Paso
time such a plan has been attempted to Carlsbad, and thence to Roswell,
and is the result of numerous com coming through the Valley towns.
plaints made of overcrowed hotels and
In commenting, editorially, on this
exorbitant rates during previous Mar- proposed road, the El Paso Herald
says:
di gras celebrations at New Orleans.
The proposed railroad to Carlsbad
would without question be a great
THE RACE QUESTION
to 'both El Paso and the Pecos
UNDER DISVUSSION. boon
Valley. At the present the difficulWashington,
D. C, Feb. 9. The ties
between
and expense of
inquiry by the Senate this city and Roswell travel
Brownsville
and Carlsbad
Committee on Military
Affairs may are so great that only absolute necescontinue at intervals for several sity is held to justify the trip. More
months. Many of the men for whom over, as things are now, the Pecos Val
subpoenas have been issued have not ley people want to trade
with our
been found. Others are in Texas at- folks, but it is easier to go several
tending the court martial of white times further to Kansas City or Dal
officers of the discharged negro bat las, hence the reciprocal
advantages,
talion. The investigation has reached that should .be ours to enjoy and pro
far enough to convince the members fit by, are withheld.
of the committee that the only way
The Pecos Valley is absolutely deto get at the bottom of the affair is pendent
on the Santa Fe railway serby the slow process of examining ev vice. That service
to be about
ery man to see what he knows. Thus six Jimes as bad as isthesaidservice
of the
far only a few men of Companies B. same railway system in this valley.
and D. have been put on the stand, The Pecos Valley lines have not even
and no evidence has been secured the Mexican trade and the western
indicating that these men are guilty connections consider,
such as demand
of the offenses charged against them.
the El Paso branch of the SanIt is likely that after adjournment of from
congress a
will be ta Fe some decent consideration for
train schedules and general service.
named to take testimony.
Hence the Pecos valley trains mosey
Conference on Japanese Question.
or
A conference on the Japanese school along most any time of the day
question will be held at the White night that happens to hit their fancy,
making
connections nowhere of any
House probably at three o'clock this
to us or to the valley people.
Preliminary arrangements benefit
afternoon.
on
Kates
freight, also, are not subject
were made for the meeting this morn- to any
comparison and the Pecos Valing when Representatives Kahn and ley
under the circumstaces has about
Hayes accompanied Mayor Schmitz
little train service of any sort as
of San Francisco to the White House as
to pay his respects to the President. will ke0p the one railroad in control
situation.
Secretary Metcalf was also present. of the an
air line to El Paso, the PeFrom the White House Hayes, Kahn cosWith
Valley would at once procure the
and Scbmitz went to the State De- benefits
of competition )ver all of our
partment to call on Secretary Root.
eastern trunk lines, for it would be to
Stevens Denies Report.
New York, Feb. 9. A Panama dis- the manifest advantage of the owners
patch to the Herald states that Chief of the new road to encourage traffic
of El Paso every way they could,
Engineer Stevens makes emphatic out
to the comparatively unproducdenial of the report that he would owing
country through which the road
tive
resign if the construction of the capass.
must
The Pacos Valley would
nal is let to contractors. Stevens
says that he has in the past declared be closely in touch with this city, com
and socially, and it would
himself in favor of contracting for mercially
longer be isolated by lack of adethe canal work, and that he is still no
quate transportation facilities.
yt that opinion.
It is to be hoped that the new railCongressman Rixey Dead.
can be financed and built under
Washington, Feb. 9. Congressman road
auspices, which would at least
Rixey, of Virginia, died this morning. local
give direction to its policy and influHe is a brother of Surgeon General ence
the management,
though
of
Rixey, of the U. S. Navy.
course it is absurd to expect El Paso
His death was due to tuberculosis. to
put up more than a tenth of the acRepresentative Rixey had not been
cost of construction. If El Paso
in his seat this session, his malady tual
beginning to assert itself after the starts it goiug, a great deal will have
close of last session. The House ad been accomplished, and if we can
the moneyed men of the north
journed immediately upon receiving show east
and
that the project promises
notice of the death of Rixey.
adequate returns on the Investment,
money can be had to compete
the
The play the Spooner
Dramatic the line.
Co plays at the Majestic tonight is
running over with fun and laughter.
Fun, Fun, Fun.
o
There will be lots of it for you at
3
the Majestic tonight, when the Spoon9
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
er Dramatic Co. plays "Pride and Pov
.

d

erty."
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Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Veal gave a six
o'clock dinner at their home at the
corner of Fifth and Richardson Thurs
day Violets were employed in profusion in the decorations, the color
scheme being purple and green. The
dinner .was served in courses and was
greatly enjoyed. The guests were
Messrs. and Mesdames Richardson,
Graham, Norton and Slaughter, Mrs
Keebler and Mr. Woodruff.
Mrs. C. D. Dilley entertained the
South Side Fancywork Club at her
home on .North Main yesterday afternoon. The afternoon was a very pleasant one for the 25 ladies present and
was concluded with the serving of
hot rolls, salad, pickles,- olives and
coffee.
-

'

.

..

Mrs. Harry Loper is here ' from
Wellington, Kan., for an extended visit with Mrs. H. F. M. Bear. Her
daughter. Miss Grace, was here a
few days ago, but went to El Paso
to visit friends. Old timers in Roswell will remember Mrs. Lopers husband. Col. Harry Loper, who spent
nine months here several years ago.
R. L. Olmestead, of Genoa,
111.,
came in this morning and has decided to locate. He has just returned
from a prospecting trip through California and believes the Pecos Valley
the best place of all.
Leon Godchaux, of Deming, Great
Sachem for New Mexico of the Order
of Red Men, is in Roswell on business for the good of the order.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Thomas will
arrive tonight from Amarillo and are
coming to make their home in Roswell.

The smoker at the Commercial Club
last night was largely attended by
the membership. The various amusements of the Club rooms were suffi
J. B. Williams, an employee at E.
cient to entertain the attendants and
all report a good time. Refreshments T. Amonett's harness shop, left on
auto today for Estancia on' a buand cigars were served throughout the
siness visit.
the evening.
Mrs. M. B. Foreman will go to EsA crowd "of Military Institute cadets tancia tomorrow, via the auto route
gave a picnic for their young lady on
a business trip
friends at the Berrendo north of town tives for a month. and to visit relatoday, all going in Joe Torian's pic
nic wagon.
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Ireton, I. T.. arrived this mbrning' to
The dance given by the ; Knights spend a few days seeing the sights.
e
and Ladies of the Maccabees in
8. P. Henry and Henry Aagell
hall last night was attended
by a large crowd that had a jolly came up from Artesia today.
Mae-cabe-
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(players ed.) "A Garden in
Pink." "While the Heart
Beat 8 Young." "A Corner
in Women."
"The Little Kingdom of
Home" and many others to
-

select from.

consists ta ernor on the first steal of the session,
and the three Democrats support the
cause of economy and good governasargue.
ment.
It
newspaper
not
does
A
"The Greek had, it seems, the same
serts. You form your own judgment.
s
as I. The sun and
The causes of events always excite moon, water and fire, met his heart
me more than the events themselves. precisely as they meet mine. Then
the vaunted distinction between Clas
Cicero.
sic and Romantic schools, seems suWhen , a
perficial
and pedantic.
and
colored
of
pieces
old
same
Ttie
broken glass. Time brings new com- thought of Plato becomes a thought
binations. That's all.
to me, when a truth that fired the
soul of Pindar fires mine, time is no
ought
The administration of Justice
more. Emerson.
neither to be warped by favor, nor
money.
Cicero.
bought by
The Record still holds to its first
Hagerman
estimate
of Governor
In every form of government a that he has the courage to do what
man
straightforward,
he thinks right in spite of overwhelm
is most respected. Pindar.
ing opposition and criticism. Our
first reasoning was by analogy, that
willing
are
Even the ablest pilots
is to be more precise, on the assumpto receive advice from passengers in tion that the son of J. J. Hagerman
tempestuous weather. Cicero.
must have inherited a strong vertebral column and good business sense.
appears
government
The Canadian
Further observation reveals traits,
to be decent at . least, even if its doubtless inherited from his mother,
the
of
as
good
so
that
not
la
form
which reduce the steam pressure
great American Republic.
somewhat and cause him to move
with more caution than his father
Council will
Now the TerrUriaI
would under the same circumstance
have to show its hand. The Governor but the determination and the reserve
gang
old
the
of
bluff
the
has called
power is there just the same and
on the extra employee graft.
ready for use on occasion.
The whole of virtue
practice. Cicero.

Pa) ton drug, Book

Stationery

&
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By publishing Thursday's testimony
In the Thaw case no doubt the Daily
Record could have sold several extra
copies to people who do not like the
paper.

The Methodist and Presbyterian
ministers do not announce their sub
jects for tomorrow, but you will hear
a good sermon at either place if you
attend.
Virtue, honesty, uprightness are
the qualities that are required in a
candidate, not fluency of language, nor
knowledge of arts and sciences.
Cicero.
Rev. H. F. Vermillion will preach
Sunday morning on "A Real Man,"
which will no doubt arouse considera
ble Interest as to where he met such

a phenomenon.

Elder C C. Hill, of the Christian
church, will preaca Sunday morning
on the topic, "Old Things Made New."
Another proof that great minds run
in the same channel.
Brother Smith, of the M. E. Church
South will go after the "Men in Hiding at tie evening preaching servVe
tomorrow probably on the theory
that God will not have his work made
manifest by cowards.
.

I have no expectation that any man
will read history aright who thinks
that what was done in a remote age
by mea whose names have resounded

far, has any deeper sense .than what
he Is doing today. Emerson.

When the affairs of f.ie city are the
subject of discussion, any one rises
np and gives his opinion on such
matters, whether he be a builder, a
brazier, a shoemaker, a merchant, a
ship's captain, rich or poor, noble or
ignoble. Plato.
Did you ever reflect on the fact that
at least half the voters in either of
the two great parties do "not know
the real differences between the doc-

trines of Republicanism and Democracy? They are merely followers of
the band wagon, traveling afoot while
the politicians' ride.

The remark often made that reli
ion is on the wane in the United
States is proved untrue by statistics
recently gathered by the Christian
Advocate.
For all denominations at
the end of 1906 there were 159,502
ministers. 207,707 congregations and
S2.283.658 members. The Increase for
the year was 4.300 ministers, 3.635
congregations ' and 870,589 members.
It is intersting to know that the larg
est increase is shown by the Catholic
church, and all the more widely
known
denominations except the
Friends show gains. The Unitarians
appear to be stationary, while the
Methodists are the most flourishing
of the Protestant denominations. As
a whole the figures demonstrate that
this country is more Christian than
any nation of the world, fully 40 per
cent of its adult population belonging
to churches.
A RUDIMENTARY

VIRTUE,

"Senator Dryden lives in Broad
street. Newark, in a handsome res
idence which, in every appointment.
exterior and interior, is a model of
d
refined luxury. As the
millionaire
mounts the steps of this mansion
his expression changes. He is no
longer" the magnate, the man of
business; he is the domestic man,
the pater familias, the doting admirer of his handsome grandchildren. From a Washington Letter.
"This was bound to come. But as
everybody must have known it, what
was the use of printing It? Men like
Dryden are always nice to their families. Nature would not let them live
if they were not. Standard Oil Rogers
is also good to his folks. He is noted
for his domestic virtues. He likewise, has iron gray hair and a stern
face which relaxes into gentle benignity as soon as he gets inside of
the family vestibule. He sheds his
wolfs hide at the door.
There are a lot of Senators who are
doing what they can to freeze the ge
nial current of Beverldge's soul, and
to put his bill to abolish child labor
in cold storage. It is safe to say that
there is not one of these Senators
who is not a fond father or a doting
grandfather. They would call upon
the Heavens to hear them if they
thought it possible for any of the
children of their own connection to
be consigned to factories or sweat
shops. What they don't care for chil
dren as a human proposition they
make up for by lavishing affection
and indulgence on their own or those
who have a claim upon their devo
keen-braine-

stern-face-

gray-haire- d

is universally regarded As naving
more expert knowledge on th-- scientific part of farming than any other
man in a Aemrica today. In a recent
article on alfalfa, he said:
"If von havn art much as two acres
of land' anf a cow, you need to raise
alfalfa.
If you- have more land and
more live stock, your need for if is
all the greater, because it is the most
productive, nutritious and profitable
forage crop known. It has no peer
and no rival.
"If you have been persuaded that it
will not grow in your neighborhood
or your state, don't believe it; you
can't afford to accept any such dicTry it faithfully for yourself
tumfor ten years and reach your own
conclusions instead of taking those
of some one else second-hand- .
If it
fails the reflection Is likely to be on
you rather than on the alfalfa.
"There are really few soils or lo
calities in any agricultural region,
east or west, where alfalfa .will not
prosper if decently treated . Only
those who don't know alfalfa, are in
credulous about it. Those who know
it 'best are the ones who swear by it
and plant more.
"If you have time or inclination to
put your seed beed in the finest possi
ble tilth before sowing, smooth and
fine on top, somewhat compacted not
mellow below, and free from weed
seeds, don't bother with alfalfa.
"No matter where you are or what
j'our soil .conditions, success cannot
come except good seed is used. Much
of that on the market' especially imported seed, has been adulterated or
is so mixed with' weed seedes that it
would be dear as a gift. This means
It is safe to buy seed only of a rep
utable dealer whose name and guarantee stands for something. Get samples early, grown as nearly in your
latitude as possible, and test them; ii
more than ten per cent fail to grow
don't buy it; something is wrong. No-is more expensive than "cheap
seed, and choice seed the only kind
"

-

Co.

fellow-being-

plain-speakin-

FARMER COBURN ON AL- FALFA AND ITS RAISING
Probably the best known expert In
agricultural matters in - the United
States is F. D. Coburn, of Kansas. He

to the point of revulsion and nausea
by the eternal apology for grafters
and pirates who are good to their
people, and whose "family lives are
beautiful." If this quality were not
absolutely elemental you would not
see men like Dryden and Rogers possessing it. Just to realize how rudimentary it actually Is, you have only to look at wolves and tigers and
catamoirnts and other beasts of prey
all tender to their young, and cherishing for them an affection bordering on ferocity.
So much, then, for the irksome subterfuge of family fidelity in defending plunder and savage feudalism in
the Twentieth century. In the name
of honesty and reason, let this odious
a
brand of hypocrisy be cut out in the worth sowing always commands
good price.
future. Kansas City Times.
"Sow, without a nurse crop, twenty
pounds to the acre, broadcast or with
a drill; cover' not less than an inch
SUICIDE IS INDEFENSIBLE.
(By General William Booth.)
deep and keep live stock from grazing
It for two years; when small it is
Written for the Sunday Republic.
The act of self destriction is a vio- very tender and easily destroyed. If
plants do not look thrifty, or
lation of the sacredness of life,-- the the
weeds spring up, use the mower. The
law of the land, and an outrage upon mowing machine is alfalfa's great ton
the moral sense of the people. Suicide ic, and after the first year, the disc
is indefensible. Yet It is on the in- harrow if used two or three times in
crease in every land and among all a season is a wonderful invigorant.
"Out for hay when blossoms begin
classes. ' Modern civilization cannot
claim it has fostered and developed to appear. It is never so valuable
Don't let it get wet, nor burnt
the bonds that bind men to a just ap- later.
by too much hot sun. Save every leaf
preciation of life.' Statistics of sui possible.
cides are alarming, especially in such
plant too many acres at first
countries as Denmark, Bavaria and If "Don't
ten is about right, sow
several parts of the German Empire. five;youif think
twenty is your figure, try ten.
by
But no doubt many more perish
right, go slow and feel your
their own acts whose names never ap Start
pear in the statistical roll of suicides. way.is A good patch of well set alfal
perpetual joy and a perennial
The offense is either committed in fa
a way that baffles human skill in its proht bringer; a poor one is an aggra
effort to determine the cause of death vation."
F. D. COBURN.
means are found by influential
or
friends to hide away the crime.
But if so many with suicidal intent JUDGE FREEMAN ON
PROFESSIONAL GAMBLER.
find courage for the sad deed, who can
The following is taken from a
calculate the number who would .cut
the sacred thread of life which binds charge to the jury given by Judge A.
them to this world if they only dared? A. Freeman, at Lincoln in 1893, which
Nay, how many of the gay, laughing
crowds around us have at one time we take from a recent issue of the
or another contemplated suicide; and Albuquerque Journal:
"Of all the occupations that men
how many this very day would hurry
away from the present stage of being pursue, the occupation of the profes
but for an indefinable dread of the sional gambled is probably the only
future? I believe the number is larger one that has not a single redeeming
than most people have the slightest feature. 1 he occupation of the gam
bier, however, contributes nothing to
conception of.
As to the causes that lead to sui the welfare of society. Nothing grows
cide, they are numberless. No doubt under his touch; not a blade of grass,
"temporary insanity." the reason com nor a tree, nor a flower, yields its
monly asigned by the gentlemen who beauty or its fragrance as a result of
are so often called upon to inqnire his profession. The deadly Upas tree
into the matter, is frequently the cor sheds about it no more fatal poison
rect one. For who, not worked up to than the influence of the gambler exsome terrible pitch of excitement tant erts. Not a dollar that he earns is
amount to mental derangement, would honestly earned. When he has passed
his career the only truthful epitaph
commit so foolish a deed?
derangement that can be written on his tombstone
But how does this
is that the world would have beeu
come about? What is behind it?
The reasons commonly suggested better if he had never been born.
"The ocupation is not only not an
are drink, speculation, dissipation,
gambling and similar follies. These honest one, but it is not a respectable
things lead, it is said to all sorts of one. The law places the professional
disappointments and vexations, under gambler and the professional prostithe influence of which weak, ill balanc tute in the same class, and it is as idle
ed, passionate and unassisted minds to talk of a respectable gambler as of
give way, ending only too often in the a virtuous prostitute. These men are
deadly recourse to poison, the water, vampires upon society; they are pests
and hindrances that should be wiped
the revolver or the rope.
But further back in the string of out by all lawful means. Society is
causes for this melancholy transac better off without them ; they lure the
tion I should say there too frequently unwary from the path of rectitude;
lies a sense of failure in the struggle they debauch your young men. They
of life; especially is this the case are festering sores upon the body po,
with those who have "come down in litic.
"They constitute a class more danthe world."
gerous
to society thaif- a horde of
With many I believe the step is tak
en in the struggle to be good
in the houseless, homeless tramps. I do not
mean
to
be misunderstood; I am givvain effort to master some hated evil
habit with the sense of utter friend-lessnes- ing you this charge precisely the estimation placed upon the profession
No one is at hand with suffiicient by the civilization of this age. The
sympathy or sense to understand them legislature of this territory has more
to whom the poor bleeding heart can than once placed, the professional
be laid bare. So the fatal step is tak gambler in the same category with
tramps, prostitutes and pickpockets.
en.
Suicide in ninety cases out of a hun
"But when I speak of gamblers,
dred must be the triumph of despair. gentlemen. I am not understood as inIs there any remedy? Lake the an cluding all men who gamble. I &ra
tidote to every human sorrow, the perfectly aware that there are very
remedy must begin with pity. It is many highly respected gentlemen
true that self murder is an evil thing. who frequently indulge in the mere
But it is only so many degrees worse pastime of gambling: and, as objecthan other evil things men do, by tionable as the practice may be, it is.
which they kill themselves as surely
as does the man who, reeling beneath
the weight of bis distress, in frenzied
madness finds himself beneath the
wheels of the roaring train.
For example, what about the people
that drink or eat or idle themselves
.

Mr. Hagerman is entirely right in
his statement that the administration
of public affairs should be purely a
matter of business but so long as
s
professional politicians and
are allowed to run the primaries of all political parties govera-jncrwill continue to be a
contest.
tion.
The country Is satiated just about to death?
Charge our Sunday thoughts to
But I will not argue the causes.
Good four room Cottage, 2
laziness If you will but the well
Can anything be done to prevent the
suicidal tide from rising?
known principle that action and reacres of land, with ditch water
That is the .practical question.. And
action are equal and in opposite dime
we must supply the right, one mile east of Court
seems
to
it
VALENTINE
rections, applies even to a country
friendless with a friend, the broken
editor, and occasional excursions into
in heart with comfort, the dazed, be- House, to trade for small resi
wildered creatures with a guide, the
the dreamland of transcendentalism
CANDY
momentary maddened slaves of folly dence property in town.
are such a relief from contemplation
with thoughts and hopes that will
Santa,
Fe situation.
of the
steady them, and, above all. lead them
Give us your order for a
to the arms of him who is still saybox of Chocolates or Bon
ing: "Come unto me, all ye that labor
A clipping from Plato in this issue
McCUNE,
Agent.
and are heavy laden, and I will give R. H
Bona Present it to her for
indicates that such, matters as tiling
you rest."
irrigation ditches caused as much
the valentine you are think
' For Rent.
trouble four hundred years before
ing of giving her.
Building and Loan,
Christ as they do now. Other extracts
RosweiL 44 acres in al
near
Farm
will please her.
It
.
appear
to
ancients
apply
from the
falfa,' 12 acres in good bearing- orch
Real Estate
It will make her glad.
with equal pertinency to the organiard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultivaIt will make her happy.
sation of a good government league
farming
Insurance
Fire
tion. Ditch water. House and
4a RosweiL The question of good
implements. Rents for part of crop.
and Bonding Co.
is the oldest problem in the
See CARLTON & BELL.
world as well as tie newest.
We have an kinds of bargains In
The Republicans of the lower house
city property of all kinds. See us be
n
stand unanimously against the Gov- fore yon buy. Carlton ft Bell.
'

office-bunter-

nt

pie-eatin- g

To Trade

.

gov-erme- nt

,

Kipling's

Candy Store

i
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nevertheless, indulged In by some very
' "The class t of men I am talking
about are the professional gamblers.
man who deliberately
I speak
makes up his mind to make his living by practicing upon the follies and
viee3 of his fellowmen; who has made
up his mind to earn his living by
transferring to his pockets by the
mere turn of a card, the hard earned
wages of the misguided and debauched laboring man. The legislature has licensed the business, and
that license, so far as this court is
concerned, shall be respected. The recent legislature, however, has taken
a step in the rignt direction by placing the license at a high figure and
requiring its
This 1s' the
first step in the direction of doing
what the enlightened civilization of
this country will compel the egislature
to do in the near future,Abolish the infamous practice entirely.
I know of no state that undertakes to
legalize this system of robbery, and
not many years will pass in this territory before the requirements of an
enlightened public sentiment will cut
off this monster vice and wipe out
the disgrace that attaches to its presence.
No brain can conceive, and
no tongue can express the sorrow that
has resulted from this vice. The wea- at
ry, sleepless nights, the nervous,
blighting days; the shattered hopes;
the broken fortunes, the tears of distress; the sobs of despair; the homes
broken up; the firesides abandoned;
the orphans made homeless; the widows made houseless, haggard ruin,
wretchedness and despair these are
the gambler's triumphs."
good men.
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that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
is the most complete
Hue that has ever been shown in
and
the city. We are making very-closfigures on
these goods, and inviteyou to come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE
We know

i!

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

t.
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to-wi- t:

CONVENTION OF THE
FREE SONS OF ISRAEL.
New York, Feb. 9. Prominent Jews
from all the eastern states are arriving here today to attend the district
grand lodge convention of the Independent Order of Free Sons of Israel,
which will open at Harlem Casino on
Seventh avenue
morning.
AH of the lodges of the state of New
York and the England states will be
represented. The annual report of
Grand Master Isaac Baer will recommend several important changes in
the existing laws of the district, which
will probably be adopted. Plans will
also be made for the national convention of the order, which will be held
in Atlantic City on May 26. The Free
Sons of Israel is one of the oldest
Jewish fraternal orders in the Umited
State, having been founded in 1849.
Since that time $12,000,000 have been
distributed among thewidows and orphans of members and for sick benefits and endowments for hospitals and
other institutions. Addresses will be
delivered at
convention
by Julius Harburger, coroner of the
city of New York. Herman Stiefel, assistant corporation counsel, and other
prominent Hebrews of the city.

W. P. Lewis Hardware Go
The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

160 ACRES

A

Subscribers for Daily Record.
The Daily Record wants hundreds
of new subscribers in the Pecos Valley and Eastern New Mexico and it
is going to get them. We want live
energetic men to help us get these
subscribers and with that end in view
will make it well worth the time of
the right kind of young man to look
into this matter.
The Daily Record is the
paper in Eastern New Mexico, and
prints more real news than any other
paper in the Territory, with the exception of Albuquerque" papers. We
should have more readers of the Daily
Record and we are going to get them.
We have a hummer of a proposition
to offer the right persons. Call around
at our office and see the business man
ager and hear what we have to offer.
only-dail-

Hondo

acres in alfalfa.

Special bargain: Five acres .one
fourth mile from court .house, good
house, alfalfa, water right, tf
CARLTON & BELL.
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
at the Record Office.

days at

$35.00 per acre.

Carlton

Bell

Si

303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Phone No. 35

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Whol esale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The

vf-r-

best grades.

We will

Come and inspect our stock.

sat isfy you at, all times.

here.

Accuracy
forward, business-likabsolute fairness.

e

high-grad-

service.

e

We

t

conduct our prescription
depaitmcnt in a straight
maimer. We treat all customers with
We have no favorites.

j Roswell Drug

"Ads."

J

Bring your prescriptions
We ask you t o do
things because we know
that we give careful,

Prescription

Jewelry Co.

&

160 acre farm, finely improved, lo
cated in central Oklahoma, to trade
FOR SALE.
for property in or near Roswell.
What have you got? Carlton & Bell. Some Choice Residence Lots Cheap
opposite postofflce.
as Dirt.
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
shade trees, good sidewalks, close in
and conveniently located. Good artesian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
southeast front, sidewalk. A good" bar
FOR SALE.
gain at $2,200.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip W. G.
A spendid bargain in 16 acres of
Skillman.
42tf
unimproved land, Railroad and 2nd
FOR SALE: My place for sale. Ap
ply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. Sot7 Street front. Two blocks from court
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply Oa- terms at low interest.
tf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
Austin well drilling machine. Phone alfalfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
op write the Oasia Ranch.
29tf
acres yielded a net income last year,
FOR SALE:
Three burner gasoline 1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near
range, J1Q.00; 20 black Minorca
hens 75c each.- - C. V. Chil Jress, the town, spendid location.
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
"Water Man..
87t6
right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
good house, land fenced. Valued at
FOR RENT.
,
$37.50 per acre.
FOR RENT:
Nice front room, fur
CARLTON & BELL.
90t3
nished. 215 N. Pecos.
303 N. Main street.
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
P. V. & N. E. TIME TABLE.
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
"
(Railroad Time.)
85tf
Main St.
Northbound, arrive
10:10 a. m-Two upstairs rooms, Northbound, depart,
FOR RENT.
10:25 a.m.
81
keeping.
two for light house
Southbound, arrive
4:50 p.m.
80t3
N. Main.
Southbound, depart,
5:00 p.m.
FOR RENT. Five room house, 107
M. D. BURNS. Agent.
N. Lea. Apply A. Hanney, at First Na'
To Property Owners:
85tf.
tional Bank.
We have several cash customers
for good residence property, vacant
WANTED.
residence lots, and vacant business
WANTED:
Parties to take contract property. If you have anything you
to break up land. Apply to R. C. want to S3ll, call at our office and
Niabet. 806 N. Penn. ave.
give "us a description of your propWANTED:1
Boarders at the Wool- - erty. Our past record is proof that
verton business oolege hoarding we can sell It.
'
CARLTON & BELL.
house, $20 per month, board and
Opposite Postofflce.
room.

Classified

40

This land

can be bad for a few

y

For Sale.

Watertight Land,

R.

E. LUND
LAWYER

Specialty
Navajo Block.
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-

324 N.

Main.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES
At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSK8.
Telephone 184.

w.

C. ReUi.

J.

Reid

&

M.

Ilerrey.

Hervey

LAWYERS
Room 9. Texas Block. Phone 531

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. OfHoe: Oklahoma Block

.

....

Dr. A. Anderson

1

SPECIALIST

INTESTINES
AND
STOflACH
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.
--

E. B. STONE
GROCERIES

HAY

AND

GRAIN

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.

is

'
8 PORTING DOPE CARD
FOR THE COMING WEEK.

aota team at Minneapolis."7" Several IMPORTANT EVIDENCE IN
.
MINERS' CASE, BURNED.
games will be played later with WisCripple Creek, Col, Feb.
consin and Iowa teams.
"'lONDAY:
Billy Mellody, the Boatonese boy
Tha bench show o fthe Merrimack curiosity has been aroused here by
who rejoices in the sacharrine title Valley Kennel club will pen at Law- the statement of officials of the ; Mine
Owners' Association that Important
of "Honey," win defend ijis claim to rence, Mass.
d
case.
evidence in the
.
the welterweight championship in a SATURDAY:
The principal features of the racing in the shape of damaging documents,
fifteen round bout before the Valley
by
which
destroyed
fire
a
Falls, R. J., Athletic Club, with Wil- card are the Woodlands stakes at has been
lie Lewis of New York as the prospec- Ascot, a sweepstakes for '2 year olds, gutted the contents of a fireproof safej
me.
tive victim. The weight is to be 142 distance four furlongs, and the Gunst in the office or tne association at'the'
at Oakland, a half anile dash for National Hotel. Tne Interior of
pounds at 3 o'clock. Mellody is re- stake
safe .suddenly "became blaze, accord
ported to be in good condition and youngsters. Italian motor car exhi- ing to the statement of Secretary Au
looks to be an easy winner. Lewis . The- annual"
will open in Turin, under the gust Arnold, and "he was unable to
has not been before the public recent- bition
Oe combination. Firemen were
ly, his last important engagement hav auspices of the Automobile Club of work
called, but could do nothing toward
Ing been a New York 'bout with Joe Italy.
extinguishing the blaze, which burned
Gans, which was evidently a prearitself out within the steel walls of
ranged affair as far as the Senegam-"bia- DOCTORS WANT NEW MEDICAL BILL FOR TERRITORY. the safe. It is said that several kinds
was concerned.
A committee from the New Mexico of acids were stored in the safe and
The second annual bowling tournacaused the fire. There is
ment for the championship of the Medical Society .met In Santa Fe this probably
in some quarters that the
Southwest will open in Kansas City, week for the purpose of framing a bill suspicion
might
fire
have been caused by per
u niler the auspices of the Missouri
sons
legislature.
desirous of destroying the alleg
State Bowling Association, and will to be submitted to the
evidence against Moyer and Haycontinue through the week. About This bill will do away with temporary ed
licenses and will require all appli- wood although this unlikely owing to
. forty teams of five men each, representing the principal cities of Miss- cants to pass a strict medical exami- the fact that none but the officials of
the Mine Owners' association had ac
ouri, Kansas and Oklahoma, will take nation.
part in the tourney, and prizes to the
cess to the safe.
Prayer Didn't Help Him.
amount of about $1,000 will be awardOther decide that the mine owners
Waterloo. Ia Feb. 9. Te effacacy
ed.
given a jolt in justice intend to drop prosecution of the laThe Southern championship roller of prayer was
them in
leaders, after keeping
skating tournament will open at Mem- court here when Aquilla Walker, de- bor
fLTld
that, tlie
aa irrntw aa
phis and all the leading rinks of the fendant in a suit brought to collect a tail
his right to alleged burning of ficticious evidence
South will be represented by their promissory note, waived He
be allow- will be user! as a pretext, i ney asl jury on condition that
crack skaters. The winners of the ed
to open the trial with prayer. The sert that this theory is borne out by
meet
various events of the series will
permission was granted and Waier the fact that statements have been
the northern craks next month.
prayed
loud and long, asking that di- given out that Harry Orchard, the
tournabiggest
skating
One of the
light might be granted to the chief witness against Moyer ana nay-ments ever pulled off in this country vine
iudge. the plaintiff and the lawyers. wood is now insane.
will begin in St. Louis and will last When 'he
Tin
Owners
nffirtiae of t h
there were no tears
three weeks. The first week will be in the eyesfinished
of the judge and attorneys, Association have made no statement
devoted to one mile races, the second and after hearing
evidence the regarding the nature of the documents
to two mile races and the third week case was decided inthe favor
of the destroyed, nor as to why they were
to three mile races.
It is rumored that
in their custody.
The sixth annual motor car show plaintiff.
important
the evidence was highly
of the
Automobile and sports
and necessary to secure the conviction
men's association will open in the MERCHANTS'
now being held
Light Guard armory at Detroit and
RATE TO GOTHAM of the labor leaders
will last six days.
New York. Feb. 9. Merchants rates on a murder charge.
TUESDAY:
from the Central West went into efOF
The annual bench show of the West fect today and will last until next NEWS FORECASTS
THE COMING WEEK.
return limit
minister Kennel Club, the greatest ev- Wednesday, with a
MONDAY: ent of the year for dog lovers, wili The special rate is a fare and
A hearing of the charges of conspir
open in Madison Square Garden. New
for the round trip on the
against
plan. It is expected that ma- acy in restraint of trade made will
York. Nearly 600 classes have been
be
theatrical trust
the
arranged, including every breed of ca- ny thousands of merchants and buyers held
in New York. In the indictment
nine whose existence is recognized by will arrive in the city within the next it alleged
that the "trust", controls
the American Kennel Club, and the few days as a result of the reduced more than 500
of the leading theatres
premiums to be awarded will aggre- rates. The Jobbers' Association of
country and that it has sought
gate about $12,000 in cash as well as New York is now making plans for of the
prevent
certain theatrical entermore than $25,000 offered in cups and merchants' rates to the metropolis to
prises from playing in independent
other prizes. All of the numerous spa from the South and Southwest.
houses. Among the men indicted as
cialty clubs of the country will take
members of the "trust" are Charles
part in the show, which the promoters SILVER CITY SAFE BLOWERS
Frohman and Al Hayman, who are
declare will be without exception the
CAPTURED BY OFFICERS. now
in Europe; Marc Klaw, Abraham
greatest and most complete exhibition
The gang of Safe Blowers, who re- Enlanger,
Samuel F. Nixon and Fred
cently blew open the safe at the Santa Zimmerman.
of dogs ever held in this country.
City
Fe
depot
in Silver
have been
Jack "Twin" Sullivan of Cambridge
The question of the national control
and "Fighting Jimmy" Flynn of Pueb- trailed down by the officers and six of the grazing lamls of the west will
lo will fight twenty rounds 'before the of them are in jail. They were caught be considered at a meeting of the pub
Angeles Athletic club and it is by the sheriff of Luna county in that lie lands commission and committees
expected that the battle will practic- county. The men were fully equipped representing
American Live Stock
ally decide the light heavyweight cham for their business, but are now quiet- Association the
and the National
pionship. These men met in Los An- ly reposing in the Grant county jail
Association, to be held in
geles on January 4, and the bout was at Sliver City.
Washington.
.
o
declared to be the closest ever witnesThe cases of Representative Binger
sed in the City of Angeles.. Flynn TWO TRAIN COLLISIONS
Herman of Oregon, Frederick Hyde.
was given the decision mainly because
NEAR CHICAGO
H. P. Dimond, John A. Benson and J.
of Twin's foul tactics, but many of the
Chicago. Feb. 8. In a head-ocol- H. Schneider, indicted for conspiracy
spectators declared that Sullivan was lision of two freights on the Lake to
defraud the government in connecat least entitled to a draw. The bout
tion with the acquisition of public
will be at catchweights, which will Shore today, one trainman was killed lands in Oregon and California are
give Flynn at least fifteen pounds the and three fatally injured. The collis- set for trial.
better of the weight.
ion was caused by a misunderstanding
Mardi Gras celebrations will begin
Steve Kenny and Parky McFarland of signals.
at Natchez. Miss.. Pensacola. Fla. :
will fight fifteen rounds before the Tri
Henelan. Ark.; Mobile and other of
Passenger Struck Switch Engine.
City Athletic club at Davenport. The
southern cities. The annual paChicago,
Feb. 8. One employee the
weight will be 133 pounds at 6 o'clock
rade and ball of Proteus will be held
The dope favors Kenney and it is was killed and a dozen passengers in New Orleans.
likely that he will have all the better injured, none of them seriously, when TUESDAY:
of the argument.
A full ceremony, in which King EdcolRube Spencer and Kid Sullivan will train No. 5 on the St. Paul road
ward and Queen Alexandra will parlided
today
city
within
limits
the
engage in a ten round bout at Denver.
ticipate, will mark the formal opening
Both boys are well known in the West with a switch engine drawing a train of the British parliament. At a pre5
empty
passenger
as clever boxers and the bout should of
coaches. No.
liminary session held on February 2,
be exceedingly fast.
is the "Champion Flyer," and runs it was decided to introduce a new edu
The United States Skating chamcation bill, and it is likely that a very
pionship will be decided at Lake Ve- between St. Paul and Chicago.
warm fight will be waged over this
Strike of Boiler Makers.
rona, N. J.
measure. "
Bloomington, 111.. Feb. 8. A strike
Governor Hughes of New York, Con
WEDNESDAY :
The annual St. Valentine's golf tour of all the boiler makers and helpers gressnian Watson of Indiana and
nament will open on the pinehurst. of the Chicago Sc. Alton railway, num- Kahn of California and William H.
N. C. links and will last four days. bering 200, began today. They want McKelvey of the Brooklyn Eagle will
be the principal speakers at the LinThe tourney is the third of Its kind to an increase of wages.
coln anniversary banquet in Boston.
be held at the popular winter resort
Lincoln's birthday will also be celeThrough a Switch.
and will likely attract large numbers
by the United
of golf enthusiasts.
Peoria. 111.. Feb. 8. A Burlington brated at Washington
Historical Association.
THURSDAY:
passenger train went through a States
A twenty-oncock main will be switch in the yards here this morning WEDNESDAY:
James Bryce, the newly appointed
fought in Dallas between the birds and collided with a freight on a sidto America, will
British
ing.
of Griffin & Macklin of that city and
James Kisewater, who was stand sail fromAmbassador
England
is expected to
and
W. L. Miller of Mississippi.
ing
Miller
beside the track at the street arrive in Washington about
February
will fight twenty-onMississippi saw- crossing was killed.
the 21st.
yers against his opponents' twenty-onThe board of missions of the Missis
Kin Greys. The battle is to defi- WIFE OF THE ACCUSED
slppi Methodist conference will meet
nitely decide the merits of these two
STILL ON THE STAND in Jackson.
Mississippi.
strains of fighting poultry.
New York, Feb. 8. Evelyn Nesbit THURSDAY:
The
stakes are $250 to each fight and
Thaw resumed the stand in the Thaw
The thirty-nintannual convention
on the odd. Sportsmen interested trial this morning, and Attorney Delthe National American W'onian
In cock fighting are expected to gath- mas continued the dirept examinatio of
Suffrage Association will open in Chier in Dallas from all parts of this of the witness. It was expected that cago
and continue for six days. The
country and Mexico to witness the Delmas would keep the witness all delegates
will be welcomed by Mayor
big battle, which will last three days. day with the direct examination. If he
Otto Jordan, the second sackman can do this the Jury will be left for
of the Atlantic Southern League team their two holidays with the story of
is scheduled to become a benedict, the young wife unmarred by cross exMrs. Alice. Lilly Roberts of Atlanta be amination in their minds, and Mrs.
Ing the party of the second part. Jor- Thaw will have two days to rest be
dan was formerly a Brooklyn National fore the prosecution seeks to break
leaguer and last season was captain down the favorable testimony devel
of the Atlanta team. As a guardian oped by the defense. It will also give
of the second bag he has few equals District Attorney Jerome a cnance
in the country.
to look up a number of witnesses
FRIDAY:
whose names Mrs. Thaw whispered
Baseball practice will begin at to him while telling her story yesHarvard, the university athletic com terday. By consent of both sides
mittee having forbidden any practice these names were withheld from the
prior to this date. In past years base court. When Mrs. Thaw resumed the
ball candidates have began to limber stand. Delmas continued reading one
up for the season Immediately after of the letters which was Interrupted
xne nolldays. but the committee de by adjournment yesterday.
(There was a column more of tescided that this early practice does
not benefit .the men, while It causes timony received by the Record today,
them to neglect their studies. "Wild not so bad as that of yesterday, but
Bill" Donovan of the Detroit Club will still considered unfit for going into
coach the pitchers .until the opening the homes of Roswell. We may have
of the American league season.
He to cut out the Thaw trial altogether.)
succeeds Jack Chesbro.
The University of Nebraska basket RUSSIAN OFFICIAL
ball team will begin Its tour of the
SHOT AND KILLED.
middle West, opening a series of two
Pensa, Russia. Feb. 8. S. A. Alena- games with the university of Minns- - drovsky. governor of Pensa. was snot
and killed by a young man as he was
China
leaving the theatre last night. In desperate attempt to escape the assassin
in it varied and artistic colors,
also killed the assitant chief of podesigns and decorations, make,
lice and a policeman and wounded
the manager of the theatre. Before
wedding gifts which are highly
the terrorist could be captured he
prized and always appropriate. The
stiot himself and during the night
died In a hospital.- The assassin was
special monogram work in gold will
not Identified. The bullets which he
particularly pleasing to the bride.
be
used were subsequently discovered
to be poisoned. Alexandrovsky was
the Russian commissioner to St. Louis fa 1903 and visited the United
States in connection with the
of this beautiful art work and we
he was head of the Red Cross
hall be glad to have you come in
service In the field in the war between Russia ami Japan, and many
and see it. Beautiful
sensational charges were made agbooklets for distribution
ainst lilm In this connection by the
pres of Russia.
Moyer-Haywoo-
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St. Leu is Editor Weds.
mo, Feb. 9. W. M.
city editor of the
will, be married today to Miss
Helen Walker of this city. '
St. Louis,
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Dunne and addresses will be' delivered
by prominent men and .women from
all over the country.-- . A'. Susan B.
Anthony .memorial meeting will- be a
feature of the convention.
The men arrested in Mobile by sec-

WOLF HUNTING IN THE
WILDS OF ONTARIO.
- Ottawa, Ont., Feb. 9. At the little
town, of Desbarats, ta the northern
part of Ontario, hundreds of sportsmen are gathering today for a great

While it is hot probable that the
hunters will te in danger of an attack
by the wolves, it is not impossible,
since the animals have a cunning habit of "tracking" or tra v e 'ry m'"JT
:

:

I ii
wuu,
'
may
so that at times .one wolfstrack
ret service agents in the raid on the expedition against .the;'frapce .wolves1'
From-tha- t nteen
several" scores ; of
be of the- Canadian wilderness.
office of the Honduras lottery-wilvillage, whjeh. has Tjen 'appointed and ferocious animals'.' If a sportsman
arraigned before " the United - States
special sommissioner at Mobile, when as the rendezvous, the hunters will, should become widely separated from
It will be -- determined which parties be conveyed on sleighs on th lumber his companions in following the track
will be bound over. It is stated that roads as far as these are available, of what he supposed to be one wolf,
l

l II

nit;

V.

half-starve-

-

a special session of the United States when snow- - shoes will be resorted to
grand jury will be called to try the and a .camp established on the banks
of some large lake in the Ontario
men.
wilds. This lake will be surrounded
FRIDAY:
hanged
Kenand the' wolves driven . toward , it,
in
Four men are to be
tucky, including W. R. Fletcher and where they can be easily seen - and
Guy Lyon of Logan county, convicted shot by the hunters. With a large fall
of criminal assault, and Ben Huffaker of snow, which is likely at this time
of Lyon county and Jesse Fitzgerald of the year, the wolves can be overtak
of Knox county, convicted of murder. en on snow shoes, as the creatures
Motions to squash the indictments sink in the soft snow and are not very
recently returned against the Standard strong and active owing to their
Desperate from
condition.
Oil Company, John D. Rockefeller and
the animals are now said to
others will be beard in the common hunger,
be especially fierce, and it is probable
pleas court at Findley, Ohio.
Corporal Knowles of the Twenty-fift- that the hunters will have many excit-- ;
Infantry, the negro charged with ing experiences. No hounds will be
assaulting Captain Macklin at Fort used on the expedition. Large tents
Ueno. Okla., will be court martialled with stoves have been provided and
will be the home of the hunters for
at Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
many weeks.
SATURDAY:
The present hunt is under the ausWhat will be known as the
League will be inaugurated pices of the Canadian hunt Club of
at a meeting of the members of the New York, of which Dr. Robert T.
trades unions to 'be held in Portland, Morris, the famous explorer and na
Oregon. The organization will have turalist, is the president. Other memfor its object the defense of Moyer bers include Ernest Thompson Seton,
and Haywood, the officials of the Wes Colgate Hoyt, Dan Beard, Senator Pen
tern Federation of "Miners, who are rose. Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis. Gen
eral Nelson A. Miles, James K. Hack-et- t
charged with the murder of
and Rastus Ransom. The prepa
nor Steunenberg of Idaho.
rations have 'been in charge of L. O.
Armstrong of the Canadian Pacific
MORGAN'S LONDON
railway, one of the best known sportsMANAGER TAKES A BRIDE. men of the province. Mr. Armstrong
London, Feb. 9. In the presence of lias been assisted by some of the best
a distinguished assemblage of guests. hunters and guides in all Canada and
Including scores of the members of the hunt promises to be a howling
the British mobility and the New York success, for the hunters if not for the
"

d

h
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"400" Miss Evelyn Cavendish-Bentinc- k
of New York today became the bride
of Walter Spencer Morgan Burns,
head of the London banking
house
of J. P. Morgan & Company. After
couple
a reception the
left for Nune-haPark, Oxford, the country place
Commis
of the groom's brother-in-law- ,
sioner Lewis V. Harcourt, where they
will spend the honeymoon.
The bride received hundreds of valuable and handsome gifts, including
a $40,000 diamond tiara, presented by
the bridegroom; collars of 'first water
diamonds from J. Pierpont Morgan
and Mr. and Mrs. Ogden Mills, uncle
and aunt of the bride; an Italian jew
el casket from the Duchess of Devon- shore, and many pieces of old cut
glass from the Dowager Duchess of
Roxburghe.
This is the second matrimonial venture of the bridegroom, who when
quite young married a Mrs. Wade,
formerly an actress and once a well
known figure in Paris Monte Carlo.
He soon regretted his bargain and secured a divorce. The bride is highly
connected being related to the Duke
and Duchess of Portland and other
members of the nobility, and hts always been exceedingly popular in Lon
don society.

MISSIONARY SHIP TO BE
SOLD AT AUCTION.
Honolulu, Feb. 9. The Morning
Star, a missionary snip bought with
the pennies of Sunday school children
throughout the United States, will be
sold at auction today. While the vessel originally cost $40,000 and is in
good condition, it is expected to only
bring a fraction of that sum. For 2
years or more the steamship was used
by the missionaries of the Micron.es-ia- n
islands in the South seas for the
purpose of carrying supplies to the
various missionary stations and in
bringing native children to the Christian schools. Owing to the high price
of coal and the cost of operating so
large a vessel too great and it was
decided by the missionaries to dispose of it. The ship was well known
to all the mariners of the Pacific and
was popularly dabbed the "Sky Pilot."

wolves.

The plans made by Dr. Armstrong
provide for the great slaughter to take
place in the vicinity of Island Lake,
north of Desbarats. Each sportsman
will be armed with a repeating rifle
and will be accompanied by a Canadian guide with a shotgun. Many men
will also be stationed on the islands
of the lake and as the circle closes
in it is expected that many wolves
will be driven on the ice, to be shot
down by the waiting sportsmen. The
guides who wili accompany the party,
one for each sportsman, will be the
best to be found in the entire Canadian wilderness and will be in charge
of George Linklater, for many years
the river chief of the Hudson Bay
company, and will be assisted by Geo.
Elson, the famous
gm.le
who accompanied the
Hubbard expedition to Labrador.
half-bree-
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held.
Shop Girls Roast Parson.
Savannam, Ga., Feb. 9. "I've more
respect for a mere shop girl than for
a woman of the Evelyn Thaw stripe,"
declared the Rev. Bascom. Anthony,
pastor of the leading Methodist church
of Savannah, in a recent sermon. Now
the clergyman is busily engaged ex-

plaining that he didn't Intend to reflect upon the character of the shop
girls, but his apologies
have not
served to placate the injured. feIings
of the traduced young women. Mr.
LARGE CROWD ATTENDS
Anthon's Church is onw on the
MARDI
MOBILE
GRAS CARNIVAL "black list" of the Savannah Retail
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 9. Final prepara- Clerks' Association and ringing resotions are being made today by the lutions have been passed denouncing
various committees of the Mobile Car- his flippant comparison.
nival Association for the Mardi Gras
festivities, which will be inaugurated CATTLE AND SHEEP WAR
CAUSES TWO MURDERS.
tomorrow and will last through MonTo a cattle and sheep war in San
day and Tuesday. Many visitors have
murdalready arrived and there is every Juan County Is attributed two county.
prospect of record breaking crowds. ers recently occurring In that
It has been the purpose of the assoNaval Academy Graduation.
ciation to make Mardi Gras this year
Washington, Feb. 9. The graduatthe largest and most elaborate ever
eving
exercises of the second division
!eld in Mobile, and there is now
ery prospect of success. Governor Co of cadets at the Annapolis naval
were held foday. Secretary
mer has promised to attend and will
be accompanied by a large party from Met calf presented the diplomas to
Birmingham.
The statie legislature a class of seventy.
o
has also accepted the invitation of the
Mobile Commercial Club and most
If you buy right you can always
of the lawmakers will be here on Mon sell for a profit. Buy real estate from
day and Tuesday.
aca-dm- y

The.

Carnival

Carlton

will open

&

Bell.

The Woolverton Practical liusinps Collpge, has sent out many of
its students to accept positions. It sepms impossible to supply the
demand. Accept this offer: We want twenty you up; men and ladies
to enter this College next Monday, we will uarautee to secure a srood
position for each as soon as they graduate.
Come
and arrange to eater Monday, we mean business,
we need stenographers to fill calls sent in to us and possibly you need
a good position, Some one may say you can not get a good position,
possibly you cant, but we can, we have secured positions for every
one of our pupils that has prepared for one since we came to Iloswell.
to-morr-

I

You Do Not Have to Learn

retaining moisture in the arid regions
of the west.

Shorthand.

Editor Has a Bee in Bonnet.
Leavenworth, Kan., Feb. 9. D. R.
Anthony, editor of the Leavenworth
Times, is now busily engaged in push
ing his candidacy for congressional
seat left vacant by Charles Curtis,
who was recently elevated to the sen
ate. Anthony is a nephew of the late
Susan B. Anthony and his father was
a pioneer Kansas editor, founding the
Times in 1857.

We have something better, Arisrosrraphy can be learned in one-hal- f
the time that is required to learn the best shorthand. It is as easy to
read as print. There is no guess work. Isa ic S. Dement the champion stenographer of the world, has at last solved the "Vowel problem". Dispensed with the guess work, and presented to the world the
greatest time saving and money making system in the form of
that has ever been published.
Aristography, unlike most new systems, has a man at the head of
it with a renowned reputation which he would nob exchange for any
'fake" system, furthermore, most of the leading Colleges are adopting Aristography.
Aris-tograph-

Rich Stakes at Ascot.
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 8. The
Ascot handicap with $3,000 added money, the richest sweepstakes of the
Ascot season,, will be run
The event is for 2 year olds and upward and the entries include the fast
est horses now on the coast, including several from Oakland. The disi.
tance is one mile and a quarter.
owned by Elm wood Farm was
the winner last year.
Great interest is already being taken in the coming Ascot Derby, which
is scheduled for Washington's birthday. The most likely contenders for
the $2,000 stakes are Tony Faust,
Zethus, Livius, Lord
Stanhope
and Milshora. Last, year's Derby was
won by J. L. Holland's Masterson. ;

y,

Teachers Wanted

Bor-ghes-

We want those who are well advanced in literary branches to enter
this College, learn Aristography arid prepare to teach it. We desire
to open many other Colleges.
Practical stenographers should learn aristography, pitmanic writers especially, for aristography is pitmanic except the "Vowel problem", and the time and tedious application required to learn word-signAny pitmanic writer should learn aristography in two weeks.
Call and see it any way. It is a revelation to stenographers. Don't
be a stenographer be an Aristographer; that's it.

Ar-im-

s.

1907 Racing Calendar.
22.
Derby,
California
Oakland ; Ascot Derby, Ascot. February 23, Bush Cup Handicap, new

February

Senator Bailey Will Speak.,
Fort Worth. Tex., Feb. 8. Senator
Joseph W. Bailey has accepted an invitation to attend the annual convention of the Texas Cattle Raisers' Association here next month. He is expected to address the stockmen on
the opening day of the convention,
March 18, unless an extra session of
congress should be called.

to come unexpectedly upon an entire
pack, there might be trouble in that
vicinity.
To - obviate ithe possibility
of such a possible tragedy the sportsmen will be warned to keep close to
their guides.
The outfit of clothing to be Worn
by the hunters Is exactly the same
as that worn by the Eskimo of tha
frozen Northland. Its ability to protect the wearers from the fierce cold
may be judged from the fact that the
footeovcrings consist of five pairs of
heavy woolen socks, heavy felt boots
and buckskin moccasins.
The success of the expedition depends to a considerable' extent upon
the snowfall, which until about three
exceptionally
weeks ago had been
light. Since that time there have been
severe
snow
several
storms. Should
these conditions continue there is every reason to believe that there will
be a sudden raise in the mortality rate
of Canadian wolves within the next
few days. Reports received here
state that a large pack of
several hundred wolves is now known
to be in the vicinity of the lake selected for the hunt. The animals are
now feeding on the deer and moose
ind it is largely for the protection of
these creatures that the hunt has been
inaugurated. That it will be successful is the hope of every Ontario sports
man.

laspecti-"tiife4ptrBflsel-

Stenographers Needed

UTAH WANTS THE
SALTON SEA PRESERVED.
The legislature of the State of Utah
now in session, has passed a memorial to congress, asking that all attempts to drain the Salton Sea be
abandoned, on the ground that the re
tention of the sea has the effect of

Orleans, Fair grounds.
March 2. Waterhouse Cup, Oakland
Ascot Cup. Ascot City; City .Railway
handicap. New Orleans Fair Grounds.
March 9. Undine stake, Oakland; Sa
nta Monica stake. Ascot; March 23.
Bell stake, Oakland; Crescent City,
Derby, New Orleans fair grounds.

d

d

with an
Illusacred ooncertsand
mination Of the city. Several electric arches have been erected on Government street and throughout the
business section of the city, the stores
and buildings are being decorated with
lights in numerous
novel
'
designs.
,. On Monday the arrival of Felix, the
king of- the Carnival, will be heralded
by an Imperial salute from the ships,
war vessels and artillery, followed by
.the reception of the queen of the carnival and the ceremony of the delivery of the keys of the city to Emperor
Felix by the mayor. An automobile
floral parade and the street pageant
of the M. E. M. society will be a feature of the days' program, which will
close with the public coronation of the
queen of the carnival and her maids.
The program for Tuesday, Mardi
Gras day, includes the parades of Emperor Felix and his escort, the Comic
Cowboys' society and the K. O. R. society pageant. The carnival will close
Tuesday night with a mystic parade
by the order of Myths.
Numerous social events have been
arranged in honor of the distinguished visitors who will be here next week
and many balls and banquets will be

9

Woolverton
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delssohn'a march having been resum.
ed. - .
After the ceremony Mr. Paylor sang
"Remembrance"", with a most 'beauti-Wi- l
'effect.
A large crowd went to the Btation
and gave the bride and goom a merry

r

Builders and Contractors!

:

?S

send-off-

FOR SALE

f.r'?'4

Farm Land Near Dexter

.

100 acres 2 miles from
Dexter. 50 acres
orchard and 50 acres of alfalfa. Water right with

land. Price...:.:......i4,000
170 acres 2 miles from
town, water right for 60
acres, 20 acres bearing orchard, 30 acres new orchard,
30 acres alfalfa. Price, per
$85
acre
240 acres 4J, miles from
town, watered from a fine

At the Christian Church.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p.
m. Morning subject, "Old Things Put
to New Uses."
The special music will Include a
solo entitled "The Prayer" (Tosti)
by Mrs. J. E. McCIaoe.
At the evening hour Dr. O. L Parsons will deliver an address on
"Christian Manhood." We are very
men to
anxious 'for all our young
hear this address.
.

proof and will last an endless time, only improving with
age instead of deteriorating, which is the case with clay.'
The above is an extract from the address of George J
Seymour, a building expert, before the recent International (dement Congress at Chicago, in which he showed
that Cement brick are taking the place of clay brick all
over the world, especially in the more highly civilized and
advanced communities. His whole address can be seen
as published in well known magazines at our office.
Don't forget our Pecos river sand.

Bible school, 9:40 a. m.
Junior' and Intermediate
3 .p. m.

artesian

Endeavor

'

Presbyterian Church.
(Edwin Emerson Davis, Minister.)
A. L. W. NILSSON, Manager.
Services at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
Rev. W. G. Alexander D. D., of
The
Phone 80
Roswell. X. M. If Washington,
602 N. Main St.
preach at
D. C, will
both services.
Mr. L,. R. Alexander will sing by
special request, "The Holy City," in
MISS BELL BECOMES
the morning.
BRIDE OF MR. BAKER.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Mr. Frederick Everett Baker and
C. E. meeting, 6:30 p. m.
Miss Mary Cortez Bell were happily
lecture Wednesday, 7:30
married at the Methodist Church p. m. Topic, "Separation. Sanctifica-tioand Service."
South at 8:30 this morning. The bride
You are cordially invited to attend
baa U
Jeweler.
Boellner, the
and groom left on the morning train these services.
7tf
cheaper.
for Chicago, where they will visit unMethodist Episcopal Church.
Ey tested free at Lb B. Boellner, til April first, when they will go to
8Stf their future home in Whitehall, 111.
(Corner 5th and Kentucky. John H.
Jeweler and Optician.
Although a church affair and quite
Murray, Pastor.)
For some fine land under Hondo largely attended by the many friends,
Preaching at 11:00 and 7:30
It
the wedding was planned and carried
water, see Charles Brown.
Sunday school at 9:45. J. E". Henout with a dainty simplicity that was derson, Supt.
Concert at the M. E. Church. South, artistic and pleasing in effect. The
Class meeting following the mornThursday. Feb. 14, at 8:00 p. m. It decorations in the church were de- ing preaching service.
signed by Mr. Santheson. Palms,
Junior League at 3:00 o'clock.
Figure with B. F. 8mith when you ferns and other foliage plants were
Young People's meeting at 6:30
want buggy painting. Phone 17S. 7tf arranged about tie altar and platPrayer meeting Wednesday evenform, with just enough
marguerites ing at 7:30
Miss Eva Nelson will play two vio and
to give the proAll strangers are cordially invited
lin soios ai me coaccn luuima;
per light to the background. The to any of these meetings.
ning.
chancel was entwined with smilax
The First M. E. Church, South.
and marguerites. with very pretty
D. L. Hay returned to Acme yester(John W. Smith, Pastor.)
day morning after spending two days effect. R. T. Burge and R. M. Parsons were the ushers.
The .pastor will fill his pulpit at
here on business.
o
Mrs. Katharine A. McKay was at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. tomorrow. SubL. E. Larche left yesterday morning the piano for the various musical ject of his morning sermon, "Partakfor his home in Stamford. Tex. He parts of the ceremony, and at the ing the Divine Nature." and he will
was here seeing the country.
appointed time she struck the chords preach on "MEN IN HIDING" at the
of "Oh Fair, Oh Sweet and Holy." evening hour. Special music at both
night
Thursday
Solo voices for the
services. Mr. Fleming, a pleasing tenconcert. Mr. L. R. Alexander. Miss Mr. Walter Paylor sang the words. or
singer, will sing a solo at the eveThen as Mendelssohn's march soundEdith Rodkey and Mrs. Edward Ellis. ed,
the groom appeared from the side ning service.
door, on the arm of the groomsman.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Now Is the time to get good Cora, Edgar
Epworth League, 3 p. m.
both
morning
in
Junior
Calfee.
attire.
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our As they reached the front of the
Senior Epworth League, 6:30 'p. m.
Trading
Roswell
complete.
ltae is
church, the bridal party emerged
The public and all visitors in RosCo.
well are cordially invited to attend
from the rear.
all services of the church.
First appeared the
Mr. Baxter Sheridan, from Iowa,
Gladys
.Bell,
Miss
bride,
sister
of
the
(Ward
gone
"Home"
out
the
to
has
Protestant Episcopal Church.
Sanitarium) to be treated for tuber- in white broadcloth suit and spring
At St. Andrew's Hall, Sunday, Feb.
hat. carrying pink carnations. Then
culosis.
came the maids. Misses Irma Totzek 10. 1906.
Sunday school at 10 a. m.
Better get that Valentine. We still and Alda Smith, both in white broad- ,
Morning
Prayer and one of Dean
car-cloth
spring
suits
and
hats
and
prices
with
assortment
good
have a
to suit YOUR pocketbook. Ingersoll's rying white carnations; followed by Hodge's sermons at 11 a. m. by F. A.
the matron of honor, Mrs. Oliver WIHiams, Lay Reader.
Book Store.
Smith, in old rose broadcloth suit and
Salvation Army.
Now is the time to get good corn, hat, carrying white carnations. Last
A special Memorial service for the
oats, bran chops and hay, as our line of all appeared the bride, on the arm
TRADING of her father, Jefferson D. Bell. The late wife of Adjutant Woodward will
Is complete. ROSWBLX
bride wore a traveling suit of blue be held at the Army Citadel tomorrow
COMPANY.
broadcloth with hat to match and evening at 8 o'clock. All are heartily
See our window display of Hand carried white carnations. She was invited to attend this service.
Painted China, 20 per cent off on any certainly a sweet and lovely bride.
Baptist Church.
piece in the window or house. Zink, - Joining the groom and best man at
pastor
will preach both mornThe
91tf
The Jeweler.
the front of the church, the bride and
her party circled around the chancel ing and evening. The subject of the
John J. Duaavan, representative of and, when the minister, the Reverend morning sermon will be "A REAL
the American Tobacco Co.. who has John W. Smith, appeared at the altar MAN IN TRIAL. AND IN TRIUMPH."
been here a few days on business, aH
sermon
knelt for a short silent prayer, ad- The subject of the evening
left Friday morning for Elida.
be,
will
LIFE."
OVERCOMING
"THE
ding great solemnity to the occasion.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Four-incSilk Ribbon. 10c per yd. Then with the beautiful ring service
Junior Union at 3 p. m.
Man Boxes, Alarm Clocks and Fish- of the Methodist Episcopal ritual the
Senior Union at 6:30 p. m.
Biggest
ing Tackle at bargain prices.
two young lives were joined forever,
Specially prepared music at each
Tablet in town 5c. Makia's Bargains. the soft tones of Schumann's "Trau-merlservice.
The public and all visitors
sounding all the while. After
The beet and safest way Co make giving his daughter, the father took cordially invited to worship "with this
money la to Invest in real estate We a seat while the ceremony proceed- congregation.
have some ' of the best bargains in ed, and at the close the party moved
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
Bell. out of the church, the strains of Menthe Valley. See n. Carlton
HOME
AT A LONG BARGAIN, HERE
'
W. "M. Stone and J. E. Hannnm,
IT IS, 40 ACRES WITH PERMArepresentatives of the Standard Oil
RIGHT, 30 ACRES
NENT WATER
Co.. who have been here several days
1
3 YEARS
APPLES,
PLANTED
TO
a
on
went to Elida Friday morning
I OLD. AND TEN ACRES IN ALFALabort trip.
o
FA. THIS LAND CAN BE BOUGHT
Rio Hondo Tent No. , Knights of
FOR $150 PER ACRE IF' TAKEN
The
give
a social
the Maccabees, will
WITHIN THE NEXT' TEN DAYS.
dance tonight at Maccabee Hall on
CHAS. BROWN.
It
East Third street. Refreshments will
Two
Adjuster
Balls
be served.
Rear Admiral Mead Retires.
Just the thing
E. A. Phillips, of Omaha, represenWashington, Feb., 8. Rear Admirtative of the Midland Mfg. Co.. of
For
al W. W. Mead, commandant of the
New York, went to Artesia, yesterday
Office, Store or Home. Portsmouth Naval Yard, will go on
morning after spending several days
the retired list today, having reached
in ltosveu.
If yon use.
the age limit.
'
John Fleming, a cement stone manLIGHTS
ELECTRIC
ufacturer from Wichita, Kan., arrivNew York Skating Championship.
ed Friday morning seeking a contract
Newburg. N. Y, Feb. 9. The New
people
building
Baptist
In
me
with the
Come in and let
York State championship skating ractheir new church.
show you how to get es are in progress on Orange lake near
more light for less mon- this city, today. The races are held
The annual meeting of the stockwith the sanction of the National Skat
ey.
holders of the Roswell Oil Co. to
i'ng Association and have attracted
many experts who took part in the
elect directors will be held in Room
Stay Put at Any
Saranac Lake and Montreal tourna4 Texaa Block, Tuesday, February
ments.
Height
12, 1907 at 7:30 p. m. J. 'N.CHIP--

sufficient

well of

capacity to water 320 acres.
Price
:.....:.....il3,200
124 acres 2 miles from town,
100 acres with water right,
55 acres young orchard,1 40
acres alfalfa. Price f 12,000
200 acres 2 miles from Dexter, good artesian well and
reservoir, 10 atres
orchard, some alfalfa.
Price, per acre........ $40
Besides these farms we
also have several, small
tracts at equally attractive

.Christian Endeavor 6:30 p.m.
Leader, Ernest Lanham.
Strangers invited. All welcome.
C..C. HILL. Minister.

Stnne.Mfr. fn

j

It

prices. For full particulars
call on or' write - '

.
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The Oratorio Chorus, "List the
Host." from the "Holy City,"
chorus of slxtean voices. Soloists Miss
Edith Rodkey, Mrs. Edw. Ellis and
Sir. L R. Alexander. Thursday-a- t the
H. E. Chnrcft, South.

Cher-ubi- c

.

Modern

-

Convenience

Jerry Cazier 8 Co..

ma

Hearing in Hill Case.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 9. A hearing
of the Great Northern's Appeal from
the order of the district court, granting a temporary injunction against the
proposed $60,000,000 additional stock
lasoe, was held today toefore the 'Minnesota supreme court. " Decision waa
reversed."
J..
v. -

131

;

Is said to be the bath, and to be healthfully convenient
it should be properly installed.

That's Our Business.

NEW CASTLE TRUST

CLOSED.
New Castle, Pa., Feb. 9. The New
Castle Savings & Trust Company
closed its doors today iby direction of
the state banking commissioner. The
bank became embarrassed through
failure to realize on notes.
COMPANY-

-

.

I

Proper installation of Sanitary Plunfbing is a specialty,
and we will gladly furnish an estimate of any job, large
or small.

Decide to Euild the Bridge.
Will Lawrence returned- - this morning from Lake Arthur and reports

that at the meeting helj there last

night final decision
was made to
build a 'bridge across the Pecos River

at Lake Arthur. The citizens there
will put up the money and build the
bridge themselves. They show a spirit
of independence and progressiveness
that is commendable.
Two members of the county commissioners board were present, and
although they promised no help, gave
out some hope that the Lake Arthur
people might be pa.mtly
in
1908. The bridge is to cost $4,300.
Miss Townsend

r
Have You Paid Your Gas Bill?

Dies of Tuberculosis.

Miss Jamie Townsend,
,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
who came here last July from
Memphis, Mo., died yesterday afterDexter New Mexico,
noon at two o'clock at their home,
204 West Mathews street. They came
for the benefit of the young lady's
health. She was afflicted with tuberculosis.
The parents and a sister.
Transfers of Real Estate.
Miss Lottie, left this morning with
The following deeds have been fil- the
ed for record in the office of Probate home.body, on their way to the old
Olerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
James M. Neff and wife to Joseph
Stenographer Hull at Santa Fe.
W. Stutzman, for $60, lot 6, block 10,
A. L. Hull,- Jr., of Roswell, court
Lake Arthur.
stenographer
the Fifth Judicial
The ' Lake Arthur "Townsite Co., to District Court, of
city yesarrived
the Pecos Valley Church of German terday
registered
and
at the Palace
Baptist Brethren of Lake Arthur, for Mr. Hull has just returned
from a yis-i- t
$1, lots 7 and 8, block 60, lake Arthur.
to his old home at Athens, Georgia.
The Lake Arthur Townsite Co., to
New Mexican.
James M. Neff, for $120, lots 1, 2,
3 and 4, block 78. Lake Arthur.
J. W. Clark went to Acme this
Kdward McCaffrey, deceased, by ad- morning
to work.
ministrator, E. A. Cahoon, to J. S.
Otto Baumer was up frm his claim
Lea, for $2,280, thirty acres in
near Dexter today.
and 160 acres in 2 and
W. S. Cooper and wife to John I.
Dave Howell
went to his ranch
Hinkle, for $1,500. forty acres in
near Kenna today.
in the Felix
and a water-rigDr. J. Odd Hamilton returned to
Irrigation Co.
George F. Bixby and wife to P. H. his home at. Urton today.
Cannon, for $50, an inch water right
J. W. Walsh returned to his home
on lot 9, block 6. South Roswell.
in Portales this morning.
Kdward F. Dlggs and wife to Ida
W. P. Wood left this naming for
Nelson, for $1,000. lots 9, 11 and 13,
Fairland, Tex., to see his mother.
block 36. South Roswell.
G. T. Creech, the cattle inspector,
Wm. M. Ferguson to Willard S.
Eisenhart and others, for $8,085, the went to Portales today on business
northeast quarter of
Mrs. J. W. Amis returned this morJohn Shaw and wife to Wm. M. Ferguson, for $2,500. lots 4, 5, 6 and 7, ning from a visit of two weeks in
block 31, West Side addition to Ros- Carlsbad.
well.
Sol E. Gordon, of the law firm of
R. P. Bean and wife to O. J. Morris, Jackson & Gordon, of Beaumont, is
for 2.00. lots 13 and 14, block 23, here on legal business.
West Side addition to Roswell.
Mrs. D...Y- Tomlinson returned yes
terday from a two months' visit with
A Statement by R. D. Bell.
relatives in St. Louis.
.. My reasons for voting No on the
T. F. Cazier came up from the Ava-loarbitration resolution are, first, that
dam tnis morning to remain over
if it carried it might" cost the city Sunday
with his family.
some money. This is' the taxpayers
money, .and its exjpenditure for this
Anyone knowing the whereabouts
purpose I do not consider right or of Mrs. M. A. Parker, please write to
justifiable. Second, the platform on C. W. Parker, Gen. Del., Roswell.dwlt
which all of us were elected favored WANTED:
man
At once, young
the tiling of ditches through the city,
20 years old to work in retail
about
power
given
arbitration
the
and the
store. Address Lock Box B, city.
board by the resolution that was
92tf.
passed .makes it possible to defeat
W. A. DeWolf came in this mornsuch action, as they could decide that
no tiling was necessary, and vwe ing from El Paso and Pecos, where
would be honor bound to stand by he has been doing photograhic work.
He may locate in Roswell.
their decision. Respectfully,
R. D. BELL,
Miss Ida White, who has been atAlderman from the Fourth Ward.
tending the Roswell High School,
left this morning for Elida on account
Small Number of Delegates
of the illness of her mother.
Favor Constutional Convention.
S. I. Paradice, editor of the DemoA small number of the delegates crat at Texico, came in yesterday on
elected to the constitutional conven- the
auto from Torrance. He was on
tion at the election last fall met in his way
home from a trip to CaliforSanta Fe this week, to consider what nia.
course to pursue.
It .developed that A piece of Hand Pained China
the delegates present favored the hold
ing of a constitutional convention, would make a very appropriate wedbut expect the Territory to assume ding gift. See my line while you can
and pay the expenses of this useless get 20 per cent discount. Zink, The
The result was that a
convention.
committee was appointed to confer Jeweler.
with the legislature in regard to an
Rev. S. E. Wilson and bride, who
appropriation to pay the expenses.
have been spending their honeymoon
in Roswell, left this morning for Porwhere Mr. Wilson is pastor of
John J. Dekker arrived last night tales,
from Marshall, Minn., for a visit with the M. E. Church South.
Father Linus came up from Carlsthe family of his father, Joseph rDekbad this morning to conduct Sunday
ker, of 305 S. Missouri ave.
services at the Roman Catholic church
in the absence of Father
Herbert,
who is In Cincinnati, Ohio, visiting
his parents.
Orville Elder, with the Evening
Journal at Washington, la., arrived
in Roswell last night and by mistake
was allowed to remain here till morning in his berth, when he intended
to go to Carlsbad. After seeing Roswell this morning he decided it ws
the best mistake of his life.
W. M. Cox. deputy sheriff at Portales, and W. H. Snell, of Portales,
were here today on their way home
from Carlsbad, where they went to
if a man in jail there charged
Want every EYE to, look at our see
with forging checks at Roswell and
stock of the latest and most, su- Carlsbad
is the man they want for
another offense in Roosevelt county.
perb collection of
He was not the right man.

The 10th of the present month fctlling upon
Sunday, the office of the Co. will be open
Monday evening nut.il 9 p. in. for the payment of January gas bills.

Town-send-

Last Chance to Save Your Discount

.

.

in-th-
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Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South Main

Phone

J175.
The largest and most
stock of
GLASS
WALL
PAINT,
and
PAPER in the City.
up-to-da- te

ht

LITMI5KI1,

Wholesale & Retail.
I

Estimates

Furnished.
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F. DIVERS,
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The Greatest

Walton, for three years in
the photograph business in Roswell,
today soldi' his west Fourth street
sCudio, Including apparatus, fixtures,
buBiness ant good will, to Hess &
Co., who have been running the Tent
Studio at the corner of Fifth" and
Main. The apparatus of both studios
will be combined and the new one
will be the best equipped photograph
establishment in the Southwest.
Mr. Walton has not decided upon
a location, but will open a studio
elsewhere la the West. Mrs. Walton
is now visiting in New York. Roswell
is losing a photographic artdst of
the highest accomplishment in the
moval of Mr,. Walton. His pictures are
equaled, but not excelled, even in the
great cities. He received his training
in great cities and knows their style.
Besides his professional value.1 many
regret his departure for purely personal qualities. '
Mr. Hees, who is at the head of
the firm of Hess & Co., is also an
artist, in his line, having produced
some of the very best' work at his
Tent Studio. For a year 'he was a student under Mr. Walton.
vV.

-

A Word About Cement Brick
"But a very essential point sometimes forgotton, is
that cement brick are a better brick. They are water-

it

"

The couple received a great many
beautiful presents.

Get in your orders at the earliest possible date, before
the old, hardened CEMENT BLOCKS, nine months old
are gone.
We also have old, strong 6 in. 8 in. and 10 in. TILING.
We make CEMENT BRICK, in every proportion of
sand and cement, cheaper than clay brick.

HHfttulft

W. R. WALTON SELLS-

'.--

Valentines
A. K.

MOTT

The Confectioner.
309 N. Main. Oklahoma Block

U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
, t
(Local Report)
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 9. Temperature. Max., 73; min., 28; min., 50.
Precipitation, 00; wind S. E., velocity 2 miles; weather clear.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Fair tonight and Sunday; stationa.
ry temperature.
If. WRIGHT,
:
OSelal la Charge.

.Your

Pre.

EMMETT PATTON, V.

Pr.

5.

ED.

GIBBANY,

Reliable
Abstracts
be
a reliable, credible history
abstract should

Sec.

of

your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience lehinl them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 320.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

NOTICE OF SALE.
Lot No. 1, Block 7 of Sparks' AddiCity of Roswell to the
tion to the City of Roswell, as shown
use and benefit of L..
by the Plat of said City duly tiled of
B. Craig, Plaintiff,
record in the Probate Clerk's office
vs.
Cause No. 1038. of Chaves Coiraty, New Mexico, aaiJ
Charles F. Bryant,
sale to be so made for the purpose of
Defendant.
judgIn the District Court, Chaves County, satisfying the amount of said
costs, as in said order of
ment
and
New Mexico.
By virtue of a certain order of sale sale specified.
Witness my hand this, the 1st day
issuing out of the District Court of
Chaves County on the 1st day of Feb- of February, 1907.
C. L. BALLARD.
ruary, 1907, in the cause above entiSheriff of Chaves County.
tled and numbered, commanding the
to2-23sale of the property hereinafter de- Sat. 4t.
scribed, for the purpose of satisfying
Best to Plant Now.
a judgment of said court, rendered
Now is the best time to plant
on the 30th day of January. 1907 for trees, before
the roots begin to
the sum of $12C.25 and 12 per cent per grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds
annum interest thereon from- the date cheap.
:t f.ach judgment, which, with the inwill amount
terest to the date of
The Business College rushes busi?aid judgment ness, and gets good results. Still some
to Hie sum of $12'.'
"heins Tendered in a:i action by plain-:if- f people in the city do not know that
niinst defcvi'iint up . a certain it exists. Many others do not know
tax bill issued for the building of a what is on the inside of this college.
sidewalk, I, C. L. Ballard, Sheriff of They cannot find it in the Dictionary
Chaves County, will proceed on Tues- or Delineator. Read Business College
day, the 5th day of March, 1907, at ten ad. on page 3.
o'clock a. m. to sell for cash in hand
to the highest bidder, before the court
20 per cent discount sale now on
house door of Chaves County the fol- at Zink's, on all Hand Painted China.
lowing described property, to wit:
91tf
(2-2-
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WALL PAPER
We Put
on'the
foryou
Wall
it

Of all Kinds.

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

